THE ASSEMBLY,

RECALLING Resolution A.142(V),

HAVING EXAMINED the Report of the Working Group on Objectives and Methods in A VI/17 which Report was approved by the Council at its twenty-second session,

ENDORSES the approval given by the Council to the Report of the Working Group,

EXPRESSES its thanks to the representatives of the Member States which participated in the Working Group,

RECORDS in particular its appreciation of the services rendered by the Chairman of the Working Group, Mr. Gordon Stead, of Canada,

REQUESTS the Council, in conformity with the recommendations of the Committee of Experts appointed to examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies, to prepare, taking into account any views which may be expressed by the
A VI/Res.195

Maritime Safety Committee and other relevant factors, a longer term programme of work to be undertaken by the Organization with an indication of the priorities recommended for the discharge of that programme,

FURTHER REQUESTS the Council to keep under review any outstanding matters relating to the objectives and methods of the Organization.
RESOLUTION A.195(VI) adopted on 29 October 1969
REVIEW OF THE ORGANIZATION’S METHODS OF WORK AND THE TOTAL FINANCIAL BURDEN FALLING UPON MEMBER STATES